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Bozer, Kawa Win ·1n-sc.hool 
Reach Final Mugel Rounds 
The Intramural Mugel Tax · exempt status. Further, the tioner ranks of Buffalo, who 
Competition ended on Satur­ deductions were properly sat in three-judge panels. The 
day, February 25, 1984 in the taken, and, even if not, would other two U/B teams in the 
Moot Court Room. Second­ properly be included in the preliminaries were composed 
year student Jill Kawa and subsequent tax year under the• of Bob Cozzie and Jed Araujo, 
third-year student Alan Bozer tax benefit rule'. The and Chip Termini and Rob 
emerged the victors,. taking respondents argued the op­ Sant. All four teams were re­
school honors in both the posite. quired to argue one round on­
writter;i-brief and oral ad­ Four U/B teams submitted brief and one round .off-brief in 
vocacy 'parts of the competi­ letters of intent to compete in the preliminary rounds. 
tion. The team of Christppher the intraschool competition. The school finals on Satur­
Fink and Patrick Higgins, both "We were a bit disappointed in day were argued in front of the 
seniors, placed second. the lack of interest," said Moot distinguished panel of Pro­
-by Seth Fitter The subject of the day was Court Director Dan Pease, fessors Del Cotto, Greiner, and 
Emory and U/B Finalist Teamsthe tax benefit rule and so­ "but we were highly pleased Zimmerman. The judges were 
called "double-deductions." by the quality of the teams primed, having been prepared Competition finals were held match, the Emory team 
The subject of the competi­ which did compete. The by the problem's creator, Ken on Friday, March 9th in the U/B prevailed to earn the first 
tion, Mr. Sonof Farid, a cash­ rounds went smoothly with a Joyce, who sat in the audience Moot Court Room. The Buffalo place award. The Best Oralist 
basis, unmarried taxpayer, minimum of trouble because · and enjoyed the show. A recep­ team of Jill Kawa and Alan prize was voted to Buffalo's 
claimed educational expense of the excellent help of a tion was held afterwards in the Bozer faced tlie Emory team of own Al Bozer; the Best Brief 
deductions on his 1979 in­ number of people." Faculty Library. Frances Faddis and Kevin award went to Connecticut 
dividual return for certain law Foremost among those help­ The National Mugel Tax Dinan. In a closely scored School of Law. 
courses in which he ing Pease was Lisa Rodwin, a 
matriculated to advance his member of the Moot Court 
legal career. Farid deducted Board of Directors: Rodwin Moot Court Board Complaintthese expenses in full, but was personally saw to the schedul­
reimbursed half ·of the sum ing of judges and the coordina­
through scholarship and tion of a number of integral ac­ Spurs Library Abuses Probe 
veteran benefits in 1980; the tivities. "It's a lot of work," 
other half of his expenses were said Lisa. "But to see the Com­ by Wendy Cohen review volumes, including concluded.was tliat the books 
purpo,rtedly covered by a trust petition proceed so -smoothl¥ volumes from - the faculty• -were so well hidden that they 
distribution in 1979. gave me great satisfaction." The Faculty Student Rela­ library, and two copies of might never have been found 
Petitioner taxpayer argued Preliminary rounds were tions Committee will be · in­ Volume 17 of the Index to at all, but for the fact that the 
that all three sources of in­ held on Friday evenjng, vestigating abuses of library Legal Periodicals were found library was moving part of its 
come were tax exempt, and February 24th. Judges for the materials which may have hidden. In most cases, two collection. 
that to treat them differently preliminary rounds were taken place during last fall's copies of each volume were The hiding of law review ar­
would effectively remove that chosen from the t~x practi- Desmond Moot Court Com­ hidden, and the faculty books ticles will be one aspect of the 
petition. still had their sign out slips. library problem that the FSRB 
A subcommittee comprised Ms. Gibson said that it was subcommittee will try to ob­
of two third-year students, impossible to tell exactly how tain more information about, 
Keith Martin and Jill Paperno, long the books had been hid­ according to student member 
and one faculty member, Pro­ den, except that the last Keith Martin. He added that 
Dea·n Names New 
Faculty Members fessor Charles Carr, will begin checkout date on one volume the subcommittee will pro­
its investigation this week by was in 1982. In most of the bably be speaking to libraryby Wendy Cohe_n presently an associate at the interviewing members of the library's stacks, books can't be staff as well as members of the Buffalo law firm of Hodgson, Moot Court Board for any hidden the way these law Moot Court Board, in an effort Dean Headrick has announc­ Russ, Andrews, Woods, and review volumes were, because to find the person or personspossible clues as to the identi­
ed the upcoming addition of Goodyear. Ms. Avery received ty of any student responsible black cardboard dividers keep responsible for the abuses of two new faculty members to her Master's Degree in English for destroying or hiding library books from being pushed so library materials. While he the Law School this fall. from Wesleyan University, and materials during the Desmond far behind other books. The concedes it is unlikely that The two full-time faculty her prior teaching experience Competition. The Committee's worst part of the incident, she continued on page 8 
members who will join U/B are includes teaching Engl.ish at action is in response to an in­Judy Scales Trent, currently the Bromfield School in formational complaint fromteaching employment Massachusetts. 12 Students AgreeMoot Court Board Directordiscrimination at Catholic Ms. Avery will probably be Dan Pease, who submitted aUniversity Law 'School, and teaching a first year Property memo detailing instancesDianne Avery, currently course in the fall, and she is Not to Sue Buffalo
where cases, law review ar­teaching part-time at U/B Law designing a new course in to formulate a plan of actionticles and statutes related to J>y Marty Smalline School . "family transactions." The against the many absenteepregnancy discrimination thefamily transactions course willMs. Trent received her J.D. topic of the Desmond Com­ On the 21st of February, 19 landlords who maintain illegalfrom Northwestern University focus on property exchanges apartments in the area. petition, were found ripped students living in houses in the Law School and a Masters and transfers between family University areaout of books. of Buffafo Degree in French from Mid­ members, and will combine were taken fro(Tl their homes in Students "Needed" 
dlebury College. She has an ex­ elements of family la\\'., tax, Library Materials the early morning and were Buffalo officials concluded tensive background in emplo.y­ and gratuitous transfers . Found Hidden served appearance tickets for that it was necessary to involve 
ment discrimination law, hav­ Although she was asked to In addition, although housing violations relating to the students in order to verify ing worked with the teach Tax I last fall and Tax 11 actual ofEqual the existence theperhaps not related to Moot maximum · occupancy andthis spring, she P/6bably won'tEmployment Opportunity Court Competitions, twenty­ restrictions on attic residency. housing violations. In the past, be required to. teach tax nextCommission in various seven volumes of bound law City representatives have con­ charges brought against the 
capacities since 1973, most year. · . that, fact, the alone resulted inreviews were recently found ceded in landlord In other Law School news,rec~ntly in the EEOC's ap­ dismissals due to the lack ofhidden on the fifth floor of the landlords of the homes in ques­
pellate division. She is ten­ Dean Headrick said that Pro- : Law Library, placed neatly tion are truly responsible for substantial evidence that the 
tatively slated to teach a first­ fessor Howard Mann, who suf­ behi-nd some seldom-used the violations by ·providing the property was in fact being used 
stroke thisyear course in administrative fered a earlier government documents. The illegal accommodations. In a illegally. In retrospect, the city 
regulation, and upper division semester, was ·doing well, ac, officials now admit that thebooks, nof visible unless the radio interview on February 27, 
courses in either constitutional cording to his family_ Professor documents covering them u 'niversity Heights District February 21st early morning ar­Mann's operation wentor civil rights law. rests of the students who oc­were removed, were found on­ Councilwoman RoseMarie
smoothly, and he plans to .be Ms. Dianne Avery, a 1982 ly because the library was LoTempio stated that as ear.ly cupied the targeted houses 
graduate of U/8 Law School, is back after spring break ~ moving some government as August of last year, were unwarranted; however, in 
currently .teaching Tax II this resume teaching Constitu-, documents from the fifth to • meetings took place between the face of an overwhelming 
semester, filling in for Mr. tional Law IV. ttie sixth floor. According to the city legal
D.elcotto ana Mr. Gre.iner, who Tu_rning to the topic of next 1Assistant Library Director Ellen University District 
usually-teach the course. She is continued on page ? Gibson, a selection of law and · 
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Editorial___________ 
We've Got To Hav·e ·Hart 
Until just a few weeks ago, former Vice-President Walter Mondale ap­
peared to be driving .a steamroller towards ' the Democratic P-arty's 
.nomination for the Presidency of the United States. picking· up the en­
dorsements of many interest groups and politicians from around the 
country. He seemed to be leaving his competitors far behind, as evidenc­
ed by-public opinion polls placing him twenty or more percentage points 
ahead of John Glenn and the other candidates. The results of the Iowa 
caucuses were more evidence of what many interpreted as being tl)e in­
evitability of Mondale's selection as the Democrats' nominee. 
But then came New England. A United States Senator named Gary 
Hart, who previously had been nationally known only as the manager of 
George McGovern's ill-fated 1972 presidential campaign, scored major 
political upsets in New Hampshire, Maine and Vermont. situating 
himself not only as a contender but possibly as the front-runner of what 
is shaping up as very interesting campaign. Hart has accomplished his 
surprising,successes.through -a p_latform of "new ideas," •:a new vision for 
this country's furture," and "a ne~ ge~eiatio~ ~fleadersliip." . - . . . 
Our admiration for Hart, though, is based on more than just his media 
theme of "newness." We support Gary Hart's bid for the Democratic 
nomination for a number of reasons, not the least of which is that he 
refuses to be categorized as simply a liberal, conservative or moderate, 
but lnstead takes his stances on issues based on what is best for the na­
tion, stances with-which we generally agree . . 
· Tha,:ik . you for ' ~.our atten­
tion. 
Respectfully, 
·Name,withheld 
On economic matters, Hart respects the free market economy and 
growth of business, but he also views Government as being a problem 
solver. wt,ich must. play an active role in directing our economy. He re­
jects the "domestic contents" bill. but' on the other hand supports the 
development of high-tech industries and the training of people to work in 
those fields. His proposal to balance the budget consists of raising ·some 
taxes, closing loopholes, and keeping increases in defense spending to a 
minimum. ·He ftas also shown· an interest iri taxing consumption rather 
than savings and investment. 'While Hart sees a need for cutting baik on 
entitlements programs, he would not do it by cutting back on aid to the 
poor and needy, ,but by changing the way Government services are 
delivered, to ensure th.it federal funds get to the people they are suppos­
ed to be helping. Hart would not only ask. therefore, how.much money is 
to be spent on a 'particular program, but exactly how it is to be spent. 
We especially like Hart's views on the military. As do Mondale and 
Glenn, Hart sees the necessity of increasing the defe'nse _budget in the 
range of 4% to 5% a year. Again, though, he questions how t~at money 
is to be spent. He opposes .the B-1 bomber and the MX missile. He would 
build tl)e more maneuverable F-16 jet fighter rather than the over-priced, 
over-sophisticated F-18. Hart sees our navy as requiring .more small con­
ventional carries instead of expensive vulnerable nuclear carriers. He 
also recognizes the need for spending more on pay and supplies to en­
sure that the expansive military hardware we already have works effec­
tively and is operated by skilled individuals. 
Hart's foreign policy also demonstrates his realistic view of the world . 
The Senator favors a cutoff of aid to El Salvador unless its leaders put a 
stop to quasiofficial political murders of civilians. He called for the 
withdrawal of th'e Marines from Beirut in September of 1982, long before 
Mondale or Glenn. In strategic foreign policy, Hart favors approval of 
the SALT II Treaty and such proposals as the "build-down" approach to 
nuclear arms reductions. rather than a simplistic and unverifiable ap­
proach to nuclear arms policy. 
Admittedly we have reservations about Hart's committment to the en­
vironment. He does take a reasonable stand on nuclear power, believing 
that it cannot be phased out until the next century, when conservation 
and renewable energy sources can take up the slack. On the other hand, 
he. urges nothing better than compromise between business and en­
vironmental interests in most other environmental policy areas. 
Of perhc1ps most interest to students, Hart would like to see S20 billion 
in new spendins each year for education, nutrition and job training. In 
addition, he has been an avid supporter of civil rislits and equal protec­
tion laws, advocatins equal pay for the same work . 
finally, we like the experience Hart would brins to the Presidency. He 
is a lawyer who has worked for both the Departments of Justice and In­
terior. In Colorado, before takins over the' ,:.,lcGovem campaisn. he prac­
ticed and tauaht law. In 1974 he was elected to the United States Senate, 
where for the past nine years he has served on the Armed Service.s Com­
mittee. If we have a criticism of the Senator it misht be his rather super­
chataed ambition to attain the presidency, but this is tempered by his 
thouahtfulness 
, <1.,I l t. l \1U'.....I 
\.,;f , ~lt"'hnaruwa 
Vlshnarrainetwarra 
and realism. 
Hart. then, is from the wins of the Democratic Party which describes 
itself as "neo-liberal," constitutins somethins of a transition beyond 
Mondale's knee-jerk liberalism. This undoctrinaire approach to politics 
-,,peals to us. Mondale npw claims that the race for the nomination is for' 
the very hearf of the Democratic Party. We aaree, but it is Gary Hart who 
represents that t,eart, not only of the Democratic Party but of the entire 
country. We, therefore, support Cary Hart ·as the Democratic Party's 
nominee for the Presidency of the United, States. 
·N1llt qa• noinjq() Mff ,H tb1•M 
.... 1wo · O,tnlon March 14, 1914 
. . ~ 
Our Readers Write~o,,a,,oooo~o~~~ 
Re: Cut-throat Conipetitions 
To the Editor: 
Recently, while reshelving 
books in the Law Library, I 
made a startling discovery . I 
was on the fifth floor, moving 
New York Documents up to 
the sixth floor where the 
Documents Department is 
relocating . While reaching 
down to remove books from 
the bottom shelf, I noticed a 
volume of the Index to Legal 
Periodicals laid on its side and 
pushed back behind the 
Documents. The more I search­
ed, the more I found . Within 
twenty minutes I had found 27 
volumes of miscellaneous Law~ 
Reviews and 2 Indexes to Legal 
Periodicals. These included 
many duplicate and triplicate 
copies of .the same volume. 
Obviously, an insecure com­
petitor in one of the Law 
School's . many competitions 
felt the necessity to hide the 
books from the other com­
petitors. Although I have been 
exposed to some fierce com­
petition during my first year 
here, I was sh9cked by the 
thought that one of my compa­
nion law stu~ents would resort 
to such tactics. I spoke with. a 
COO Scheduling Conflicts 
Precl.ude First-year Students 
To the Editor: 
This is in regard · to the 
edltoriah:oluh1h '; in 'The' Opi­
nion; Matc'h' 2; 1CJ84: 1,:should 
til<e to· call the writer of that 
editorial's· attention to a com­
ment that . he or she made 
abollt law st'udent attendance 
at the CDO Career Discussion 
panel. 
The first panel was held on 
February 21 at 3:30 p.m., which 
was exactly the same ·day and 
time as all first-year I students 
were required to attend a lec­
ture·as part of our Legal Ethics 
course. When I noticed this 
scheduling .cenflict, I went to 
COO and informed Audrey of 
it. She had no idea that there 
was such · a conflict and by 
\hen it was too late to do 
anything about it. All that 
could be done was to 
videotape the COO panel 
which, of ..course, would not 
give students an opportunity 
to ask questions of the 
panelists in person. 
I say all this to point out that 
The Opinion's 
SPRING··_ 
' . 
RECRUITMENT 
PARTY 
Thursday, March, 15th 
4 p.m. · r Room 724 . 
perhaps the real° reason for 
such low attendance, at least 
at the first COO panel discus­
sion; was··betause -of a lack of 
commuhica-Hon· between 
various departments·in the law 
set.loot. 
Another CDO scheduling 
conflict arose last week on 
Wednesday, March 7. The Law 
Review meeting for interested 
first-year competitors - was 
scheduled for 2:30. The COO -
scheduled a Public Interest 
Law talk at 3:00 p.m. on the 
same day-if the Law Review . 
. meeting went beyond 3:00 
p.m., then first-year students 
interested in attending both 
would not be able to do so. 
It seems to me that such 
scheduling conflicts represent 
a distinct and typical lack of 
communication between the 
various departments and 
organizations in this law 
school, and I do not believe 
that the students should be 
blamed totally for not atten­
ding CDO functions - we c·an­
not be two places at one time! 
member of the library staff, 
who informed me that this sort 
of thing has been going on for 
years, but seems to have got­
ten worse lately. The tactics 
employed ranged from hiding 
books and fiche to tearing 
pages out of casebooks and 
Law Reviews. This year these 
unfair practices have even 
spread into the research and 
writing projects. 
I recall last year's Law 
Review competition when the 
disappearance of certain 
sources necessitated a posted 
notice warning of the conse­
quences of discovery 'bf such 
practices. I also recall the com­
plaints of this year's Moot 
Court competitors of missing 
sources, and the Law Library's 
assessment of damages at over 
$1,000. The use of these prac­
tices is not only largely ineffec­
tive, but also breeds distrust 
among law students . 
I realize that there are no 
easy solutions to this problem. 
It is largely a problem of 
human n~ure-there will 
always be insecure people who 
feel the necessity to cheat. I 
believe that there are, 
however, certain minimal pro­
cedures which could be im-
plemented to reduce the oc­
currence of _cheating. These 
might include: (1) action by the 
administrative· commi~tees of 
these competitions clarifying 
and promulgating their 
policies on competitive hones- • 
ty and the potential sanctions 
involved, and (2) requiring 
competitors to sign an 
acknow,ledgement form regar­
ding these policies and sanc­
tions {like currently used for 
Law School exams). 
Admittedly, these measures 
are rather simple. My purpose 
in writing, however, was not to 
solve the problem-but to 
make others aware ·of it. The 
honest competitors need to be 
protected and rewarded. Many 
of them literal .ly drop 
everything for 10 days or two 
weeks so that they can pour 
their hearts into their pr~jects . 
Learning of unfair comt>etition 
often operates· to discourage 
them in their effoi:ts. I strongly 
urge that the a~ministrative 
committees of these competi­
tions give a little extra .effort in 
developing policies to 
discourage , such unfair com­
petition. 
Terry Brown-Steiner 
upon t~uest 
Re,: -usufru.ct 
Conveyances
- .... ' 
Dear Kind Sir, 
It was with the greatest in­
terest .that I read _Mr. Bozer's 
article <;qn~er,ning, the, survival 
of the property right of 
"USUFRUCT" in Tamil Nadu. 
As a native of that far off land, 
I can attest to the importance 
of the usufruct in the everyday 
life of my people. 
I remember when I was a 
child in Madras, where my 
father was a ·well-known 
lawyer, how the usufruct was 
often the means by whicb,,the 
poorer class~s would convey 
incorporeat · interests in . the 
land from one ge~eration to 
another. I recall the bare­
footed children .of Ootaca­
mund, living in th~ environs of 
Mysore, who often were heard 
to complain that if only their 
fathers had properly c:-pilveyed 
the usufruct their lamilies' 
plight would be happier ones. 
Praise to Vishnu .and a c.urse on 
the heads of poor drafts~en. 
Often have .I .wondered if 
that old, Analo ' coryveyance 
had survived 'ttle land pur1es 
embarked upon by the Hindi 
culture of the north. May 'the 
heavens be praised, and may 
the monsoons come Mr. 
Bozer's way reaularly. Just as 
the cows- are milked daily in 
Kerala, so the usufruct will. 
confirm the aspirations of the 
poor. . \ . . 
May Vishnu turn his eyes 
toward your paper. . · 
, Sincerely 
• 
BlSA New~ --=-:-aicaa:11:a:a11a:a=-:ami11:i1m1:a1.....---....=--=i...c-=aa::aii:a:.:mama::am...:mma:mcd:.-.a,... -..... 
Mal-co1m x:·Re.flections·on a Revolutionary 
by Cerri Picket For so long, so long, up, black ·man, quit stu.tter­ BRICK WALL ' .amongst mankind that has 
so long. . ing and shuffling, look up, by JUNITO not 
On Monday, February 27, black man, quit whining been penetrated for years
1984, the Black Law Student You did not die in vain, and stooj>ing, for all of You are not like me . and 
Association (BLSA) paid tribute For the Freedoms you him, For Great Malcolm a You will not sit next to me will not be penetrated ·for 
to a fallen great lead~r. The 
· spoke of prince of the earth, let You will not talk to me centuries to come 
t'ribute took a form of a pro­ Will ·be won. nothing in us rest Is it conceivable to you 
gram entitled, ·"Do You You are not like.meuntil we avenge ourselves that I am just like you 
Remember Malcolm X? Reflec- Akua Kamau, a community for his death, stupid Or is it you · You will not sit next to me 
• tions'on a1 Revolutionary." The 
· activist and chairwoman of the animals ·that killed him, let that is not like me. You will not talk to me 
main feature of ti-le progr~m Jesse Jackson Speaker Bureau us never breathe a pure The line between us is For many years I have 
was a fitm, narrated by Gil No­ in Western New York, shared breath if we fail, and white not a thin line. attempted to 
ble, titled after the charismatic memories of Brother Malcom men call us faggots till the It is a thick line. coexist in an alien world 
leader, ·El-Hajj . Malik El­ X. She read the following poem end of the ear.th. ' It is the thickest they and yet 
Shabazz,. who was assassinated as being her favorite: come. my struggle is fruitless!!! 
on February 21, 1%5. Danny Figueroa, a first-year It is a brick wall . THE OBVIOUS CANNOT 
Phyllis Murray, 'a graduate A Poem For Black Hearts faw student, brought back True BE IGNORED 
student in the Library · Science by Le Roi Jones memories of the sixties and The blood 1n our veins YOU ARE NOT LIKE ME. 
Dept. here at U/B, rea.d poems what many of us felt regardi_ng is the same color YOU WILL NOT SIT NEXT 
commemorating this shining · For Malcolm's eyes, when institutionalized racism that but what exists beyond TOME. 
great prince, Malcolm X. Her they broke the face of was so overt during · that that YOU Wll.L NOT TALK 
reading captivated the spirits some dumb white man. For period . This thought was has created the obstacle TOME. 
' of the audience b¥ such _poems Malcolm's hands raised to reve.-led _ by: to peace F*** YOU!!! 
as: bless us all black and 
strong .in his image of 
WHEN YOU DIED ourselves, for Malcolm's U/8 Sponsors -Symposiumwords fire darts, the ' 
When you died, Malcolm victor's tireless thrusts, 
Defending and speaking words hung above the 
For the brother that world change as it may, he On Jackso/l's Candidacy 
You loved, we mourned said it, and for this he was 
Your loss. killed, for saying, and feel­ by William J. ~lford Ill (particularly Yassir Arafat). been curtailed or severely cut 
They silenced you ing, and being/char:ige, all Vice-President, BLSA These actions in themselves do at the expense of increasing 
With shots, collected hot in his heart, not show any disfavor for Jews the military budget. Thus, 
But your voice For Malcolm's heart rais­ On Thursday, March 1, 1984; ·or the Israeli position, ·but JacksO!l'S campaign is geared 
Is still heard ing us above our filthy Mark Trammell, a former U/B merely reflect a willingness on towards making corporate in­
By .those cities, for his stride, and his student, and Dr . Gene the \ part of Jackson to re­ terests subservient to human 
Who have taken up the oe-at, and his address to the Grabiner, a former U/B pro­ establish the type of neutrality needs. No other candidate has 
Fight for freedom grey monsters of the world, fessor, . gave a presentation that will be necessary for the attempted to bring the issues 
For Malcolm's pleas for which outlined both the peaceful resolution of the that concern political outcasts 
Your ringing voice your dignity, black men, domestic and international • Arab-Israeli conflict. Jackson (minorities, women, the poor, 
Has filled us . for your life, black men, views, of .Presidential can­ believes that Jews should have · the elderly; and the handicap­
With wild desires to speak, for the filling of your didate' Jesse Jackson. The pur­ a homeland, but does not sup­ ped) to the forefront of 
And from our throats · minds with righteousness, pose of the symposium was to port the expansionist policies American politics. Conse­
Loud and clear, For all-of him dead and facilitate an open discussion of the pre!!ent Israeli govern­ quently, it is only natural that 
Defiant and strong, gone .and vanished from us, concerning the rainbow ~oali­ ment. the forces in this country that 
· Have come soul stirrings . ai:id. all of, t"iim which clings tjon . and ,.to clarify, certain adhere to the Reagan­
Dr. Gene Grabiner, himself a mentality view Jackson as afor Rights, for Freedom, to our speech black god of. widely. held misconc~ptions 
for Justice our time. For all ·of_flim, about the Jackson camP,aign. Jew, also supports the can· potential threat to their in­
Denied us and all of vour~elf, look didacy of Jesse Jackson. He terests. 
In his speech, Mr. Trammell stated that Jackson is the only Thus, as Dr. Grabiner c;or­SBA Commentary-~~---~-- assiduously reflected the no­ can~idate who is dealin1 open­ rectly notes, "Even if Mr. 
tion that Jesse Jackson is anti­ ly with the greatest iss,ue con­ Jackson doesn't win the elec­
semitlci He asserted that those fronting the American people tion, his very presence has 
allegations were larg~ly based today: the issue of maintaining forced both the Democratic 
on the fact that Mr. Jackson peace. Under the current and Republican parties to re­
has been photographed em­ American administraton, the think their political 
Students' Phone Use 
bracing several Arab leaders bulk of social programs have platforms." 
. 
Must , Be Curtailed 
by Anna Marie Richmond • telephone, but can only· dial to Political Commentary-------------
Finance Committee Member stations in the Centrex system 
and the local calling area.) Law . · Public Shouldn't Be Misled 
· The· SBA executive budget Review and Moot Court have 
devo.tes · more -mo·ney to the ·two · .other unrestricted By.Jesse Jackson's Apology
telepho"~ bills . thari to any lines. The. telephone bills for 
other single expense. The those or.ganiz~tions are not by Robert Bursky prevalent type· of hypocrisy in faith he espouses, and is an of­
1983-84 telephone allocation is paid with student fee money. today's minority community. fense to those who are faithful 
S2400. The next largest. alloca· The SBA telephone bills, in I recently became embroil­ Minorities can get, but need to the tenets of Christianity. 
tion is S2000 to the Social line, contrast, are paid with man· ed .in a heated and rather loud not give. They can hate, but Jackson is not, nor can he ever 
followed by S1900 to Com­ datdty stu.dent fees. hope 'to be, the legacy to Dr.conversation concerning the cannot- be hated. They may 
mencement. The total SBA ex­ Archie Bunker of this year's condemn, but may not be con­ Martin Luther King. He will 
ecutive budget is s,2,135. What do these fees pay forf Presidential· campaigo-Jesse demn~d. Such an attitude has have to settle for bein1 the 
Why is more than one-sixth There are two ar1uments ad­ Jackson. At the outset, I wish been facilitated by the imposi­ Black version of · Father 
vanced supporting . theo.f th~ SBA budget dedicated to categorically deny a11y and tion and implementation of Cou1hlin. 
to paying phone billsl a"'.ailability of a long distance legal double standards which, When Jackson disavowedall accusations to the effect 
.. Th~ Fall semester telephone' telephone line; One is that the that I am a racist. Unlike in essence, give carte blanche his slanderous remarks · by 
bill recently arrived, and is lane is necessary to conduct Jackson, I am · not lying for doublethink. One wonders commentina that he had stood 
posted on·the wall of ·the SBA .important st_ude_nt business. · through my teeth when I say what Jackson's reactiQn would beside Jews at Skokie, he 
office. A brief examination of The second is that it's nice for be if someone were to call all neglected to point out that hesomething along these lines. 
the computer printouts reveal students to •have a . long "Do you really think that he Blacks "Leroys." The utterance did so, not out of affection or 
a total charae of S580.61 for distance line available if they would no doubt aive rise to a sympathy for the Jewish com­disli~es Jews?" I was asked. 
the months of :July tQ early must -make a personal call. Heavy emphasis on· the word charge and summary convic­ munity, but rather because 
December 1983. Of-that total, Students who use x21 •43 for "really" by-the questioner was tion of racism, the penalty be­ Nazis are almost as fond of 
S96.30 is for'local 'calls, Tilt! re­ personal calls are requested to an attempt to classify my posi­ ina death throuah a brutal Blacks as they are of Jews. His 
maining S4M.31 is the cost of record their calls on a log · tongue-lashing by th~ Rain~ self-serving actions should nottion as' extreme and unwar­
long ·distance ' telephone calls sheet in the SBA office, and to ranted even before I had a Coalition. Words of hate and be misconstrued a,. the vin­
made on ·636-2143, a line reimburse the SBA when the prejudice that are · spewed dication of a mindset whichchance to pres~nt it in _full. I 
'shared by the S.BA and 'BLS-A.' ' . bills arrive.: · · replied that, of course Jackson fortlt from the mouths of ·preaches intolerance disauised 
Line 636-2143 is one of three Both contentions have some does not dislike Jews. He loves minorities, however, are as liberalism. 
un·restricted' lines used by stu­ validity. Either would be a suf­ them. In fact, · the word tolerable, if not morally You may have 1athered by 
dent oraanizations . (An ficient reason for maintainin1 justifiable. now that I am not supportina"Hymie" · is the vemacuJar 
unrestricted line is a Centrex the service in a perfect world. equivale!'lt of the word What is perhaps most tragic Jackson in his ·campaian ef­
line capable of dialing Neither justifies the current about Jackson's narrow­ forts. Still, one must face the
' 
1Brother". 
anywhere. The other. two situation. "Hasn't he apologized for mindedness is the fact that he possibility tha.t he mi1ht be our 
-classes of Centrex line are: ·ful­ Carls made for leaitimate thatl" _. claims to be a man of the next President. If that should­
ly restricted-a line· that can on­ student business need not be "Most certainly. He has cloth.- lf he is, it is in name on­ come to pass, then I hope that 
ly reach and be reached from reimbursed. Presumably, peo­ Jpologized for not bein1 more ly. His comments, when com­ he will have a Vice-President 
other Centrex phones--and ple who have made such calls discreet about his bi1otry." bined with his reliaious title, who . will complement him 
locally restricted--a line that have every reason to record Jackson epitomizes a constitute a perversion of the well-1ay James WatH 
'' 
.,~~~-,.}~~un~~~~~~ from any r:.~~~~j.'£..~~~-:c-:@:'¾..~@~3!@i ;-,t, I ~ b!lillld !>rl1 lo '( '.H1':Jbi~~ ' '. ➔ tfl )Ol '.:1' \ fll (T Off 
March 14. ,.. ' o,inlDII , ....... 
l-6et , .. , ri~•i;M noir.1110 owJ ,.,.., 
__________ _____ ____ _ 
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Critical Politi~al Analysis ~~~~~~e.HUe.HUe.HU·~ .~~~ 
Col1idir,g Viewpoints: Law School & ·Beyend 
ndby George A.Terezakis THE MYTH OF THE "ENTREN- the Voice of America. (Mr. men, women a child~en." n~tion~,' . communist con-
CHED", MONOLITHIC, LEFT Wick, where is that list of See also: New YUoSrk Tif!!esd, ·srrac~, •~:51 ats arel the strug-
Politics is a volatile subject. 
When we debate political 
issues ·we defend, in many in­
stances, our innermost convic­
tions. When these political 
ideologies collide, as when 
atoms are split, intense heat is 
often given off. So long as this 
heat is not vented in the form 
of malicious .attacks upon the 
person with whom one is 
debating, the individual who 
enters the political arena 
should be prepared to defend 
their position, instead of whin­
ing in self-pity when they en­
counter criticism. If the heat's 
too hot in the reactor, fold up 
your brief case, go home, and 
re-evaluate your position. 
A SHORT DIGRESSION 
Certain comments made in 
this article are directed at Mr. 
Donatelli: they are a response 
to points he has raised in 
previous letters; where this is 
the case I will ,ere, to him 
specifically and by name; this 
article is not directed solely at 
him. 
I have never been in any of 
Mr. Donatelli 's classes . I 
would, however, like to point 
out that by the time one 
reaches Law School, his/her 
"formative" years have long 
passed. If one feels threatened 
because a particular professor 
editorialiies about some 
aspect of a· legal issue, let that 
individual make his/her point 
and challenge the professor, or 
his/her fellow classmates. The 
academic environment should 
be an intellectual -crucible, not · 
a soup kitchen for spoon 
feeding thin gruel. 
1 am sure that were Mr. 
Do_natelli, and others like him 
(See Goldstein: The Opinion, 
2/15/84) able, they would put 
the whole free world at ease by 
s-ummoning all suspected "left-
ists" before their hallowed 
tribunal.and put them to the 
test: 
1 . "Are you now, or have you 
ever been, a member of the 
Communist Party?" 
2. "Is is true that you dislike 
apple pie?" 
3. •1Did you vote for Ronald 
Reagan; will you vote for him 
this fall?" 
An inappropriate response 
to any of the above could 
result in charges being brought 
under the Sedition Act. 
What does it take to be de-
nounced as a leftist? Ask Dan 
Dooher. While sitti~g at a 
table in front of the Law 
Library with a display designed 
to publicize the slaughter in El 
Salvador, and most specifical-
ly, to solicit support for an in-
vestigation of the abduction of 
the President of the Student 
Bar Association of.the Univer-
sity of El Salvador Law School , 
he received an interesting com-
ment: "Hey Dan, I didn!t know 
you were a Communist, what 
are you doing there?" (Dan felt 
no necessity to respond.) 
What other intelligent com-
ments were received? "I can't 
write my Congressperson, I 
might want to apply for a 
government job down the 
~f:cti;;tedN~t~:1anr~tt~! 
free and the home of the 
brave. One never knows when 
one might want to do a spot on · 
~Political Satire 
Mascots Not For 
New Yorkers Only 
by Joseph Galvano 
Every now and then, in­
teresting pieces of local down­
state news are reported by the 
Western New York press. It 
was recently announced that 
Mayor Edward Koch wants an 
official mascot named for New 
York City. Judging by the state 
of the city, several possible 
candidates come to mind. 
To commemorate the 
economic situation in the tri­
state area, a Bowery Bum 
could be adopted. Complete 
with open sores and a mucus 
covered beard, he would be a 
wonderful representative of 
the thousands of homeless 
who roam the streets, untouch­
ed by- the ,a renaissance of 
Manhattan ISiand. 
If the citizens feel the 
Bowery Bum does them no 
justice, a poison-immune rat 
might -be acceptable. In the 
slum-filled outer boroughs, 
rats have been constant com­
panions to many New Yorkers 
·who live in sub-standard hous­
ing. Hardy enough to thrive on 
strychnine, rats are able to live 
;in any area of the city. 
Whether sweltering in 90 
degree heat or freezing . in 
unheated apartments, the rat is 
one of the only animals able to 
endure New York's extre'me 
climate conditions. 
For the ornithologist at 
heart, the disease carrying 
pigeon is bound to get many 
votes. Always a favorite with 
the avante-garde community, 
the intricate patterns made by 
pigeons on buildings and 
statues break new barriers in 
modern art. 
The sentimental favorite of 
most New Yorkers is, of course, 
the humble cockroach. Like 
the most loyal dog he is alway~ 
-there to greet you in the kit­
chen with a cheerful smile, 
thanking you . for not washing 
last night's dishes. 
If Mayor Koch truly wishes 
to nominate a mascot to repre­
sent New York City, one of the 
above choices would do very 
nicely. The enthusiastic reports 
of New York's rebound might 
hearten wealthy real estate 
speculators who live in 
Manhattan's gentrified 
neighborhoods, but it gives lit­
tle solace to the residents of 
the decaying outer boroughs. 
New York has taken on the ap­
pearance of a Third World 
Capital with a glittering central 
area surrounded by rotting 
slums. Investment continues to 
pour into Manhattan spurred 
on by tax abatements while 
Brooklyn, Queens, and Bronx 
neighborhQOds continue to re­
main seas of. poverty and 
cri.me. 
Americans blacklisted by the 
US I A 1 See New York Times 
3/2/84, -~.A-15) ' 
A FASCIST BY ANY .OTHER 
NAME . . . 
Mr. Donatelli has satirically 
observed that a leftist can: 
"usually spot a fascist a mile 
awayr'. (The Opinion, 2/1/84, 
p.3) He's got better vision than 
I. I usually have to get up close 
to a person and talk with 
him/her for a while before I 
make that judgment, and when 
I do, it is just that: my judg-
ment. I guess that I am guilty 
of being one of those rabid 
leftists who have denounced 
certain of my fellow law 
students, on particular occa-
sions, as being fascist. Why? 
Once, while I was debating 
American foreign policy in 
Central and South America, a 
fellow law student and I 
became involved in a heated 
argument. My position, in 
short, is that our government 
should stop arming and sup-
porting butchers such as 
Pinochet in Chile, the current 
regime in Guatemala, and the 
corrupt government of El 
Salvador and its right wing 
death squads. (Amnesty Inter-
national's 1983 report on El 
Salvador cites:· "a systematic 
and widespread program of 
· tortu[e,_ abduction, and in; 
dividual and mass killings ofLeg'al Commentary 
11/18/83, p.A-12. · · trame 
Salvadoran troops massacre 
over one hundred villag~rs 
sympathetic to leftist 
guerillas.) 
That particular individual's 
response was: "Come ·on 
George, you don't really 
believe in that do you? We sup-
port those governments 
because it is in our interest to 
do so; do you want to see the 
standard of living go dowri in 
this country? Do you want to 
let the Communists take over 
down there?" 
My response is: "Do you 
believe that our government 
has the right to support 
regimes which kill all opposi-
tion; and do you believe we 
should pay for it?" His answer: 
"If it .is in our interest to do so: 
yes." 
That's when I got a good 
look at him; it wasn't a mile 
away; and it wasn't Dixie he 
was whistling, it sounded a lot 
like: "Deutchland Uber Alles" . 
Political self-determination 
is an ideal worshipped as the 
cornerstone of American 
foreign policy. Why is it that-
our government so brazenly 
seeks the violent overthrow of 
the Sandinista government, a 
government that not even the 
most critical, open-minded, in-
dividual could ever begin to 
compare with that of Somoza? 
Because it's part of the "inter-
g es '" ua e~:1 a'. Chile, 
Salvador, the Ph,lhppmes, and 
South Africa. 
THE MYTH OF THE 
APOLITICAL ORGANIZA­
TION 
Should Mr. Donatelli 
carefully hunt about this Law 
School, I sincerely doubt he 
will find a sinale apolitical stu­
dent organization. Co9trary to 
his self-S'Btisfied assertion 
no: -- .there is "one notable ex-
ception". (The Opiniot:1, 3/2/84, 
p.3) All student organizations 
"prop·agandize" certain 
political and social beliefs. Is 
this wrong? No, but one should 
recognize a copperhead for 
what it is and not try to elevate 
it to the ethereal when in 'fact 
its primar.y means of locomo­
tion is on its belly· through the 
dirt." 
THE SHAMELESS PERSECU­
TION Of "RIGHT MINDED IN­
DIVIDUALS"* 
I empathize very much with 
Mr. Donatelli's indignation 
over the reported burning of 
the local chapter of the 
Federalist Society. (*For an in­
teresting discussion of this 
phenomenon, see: Goldstein, 
The Opinion, 3/2/84, p.2.) I do 
continued on oal?e R 
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U/B's Classroom Ap·pro-a·ch .D . .r· h O f h CIrags . . rut U t ~-0 - t e . .·oset 
by Mark Mulholland 
Fourteen years ago a ..Yale 
Law student tried to describe 
an elusive malaise· that had 
descended upon his c,ol­
leagues . The often-brutal 
Socratic method had fostered 
a sullen passivity in once-eager 
students. Cases, statutes, and 
doctrinal interpretations were 
relentlessly forced into 
uridesiring craws. This virtual 
indoctri•nation failed as a 
teaching method in two fun·­
damental ways. It left the stu­
dent ill-prepared for t~e "real • 
world" -meaning the world of 
corporate law practice. More 
fundamentally, it created a 
student-teacher schism. These 
two inadequacies grew in 
dimension and intensity, draw­
ing their strength from one 
another. 
There is a dishonesty in­
herent in the purely doctrinal 
approach to legal education. 
The lie essentially h,olds that 
"The Law" is an autonomous 
body of rules which is ex­
cruciatingly difficult to l~arn. 
The traditionally closeted 
truth is that ours is a socially 
relative legal system. Forcing 
students to accep a shallow 
lie is nevertheless essential to 
the perpetuation of the present 
legal structure. Indoctrination 
through h'ostile teaching 
methods reinforces the hierar­
chical relationships among 
senior partners, partners, and 
associates; to coin the phrase 
· of a friend, ''.it lets you know 
who's boss." Simultaneousfy, it 
establishes the dependency of 
young associates through a 
denial of useful and realistic 
praamatism. • .••··-· . 
Certain law professors at 
Buffalo have embarked upon a 
course which steers away from 
this shallow approach to legal 
education. Their methods en­
tail a dramatic exposure of the 
legal system's socially relative 
nature. Their methods do not 
involve the public degradation 
of thos·e students unable to 
decipher ambiguous case law 
(which is fully dissected in 
highly accessible hombooks). 
The focus is on a factoral 
analysis of legal decision­
making, an analysis which 
treats the alleged "rules" 
realistically-as simple com­
ponents in a complex opera­
tion. The pool has thus grown 
so much deeper. 
Today at Buffalo, a malaise 
lingers on; it is not, however, 
the same one grappled with by 
Dunc~n Kennedy in his early 
years at Yale. The problem 
here is one of expectations. It 
is unquestionable that the Law 
School has taken •a triumphant 
step forward in opting not to 
teach law as an autonomous 
system. But the majority of the 
disenchanted students im­
plicitly. asks that the School 
take a step backward, that it 
return to the approach which 
occasioned bitterness, depres­
sion, dis'illusionment, and 
often outrage. Others, a small 
minority, accept the step for­
ward and .ask. for more: They 
realize the value of dragging 
the truth out of the closet. 
while seeing the need for 
refinement. (Still others, who 
hopefully will write in these 
pages later, believe that the 
new approach has caused a 
classic case of four-tiered 
alienation.) Tbe~al and 
sensitive criticisms are 
welcome and needed, But the 
seductive demand for a return 
to dishonesty is thoroughly 
unacceptable. 
The disenchantment ex­
pressed by those. unfavorably 
surprised during year one at 
the Law School stems in large 
measure from their owo. expec­
tations. Law students want law; 
they want it in their notebooks; 
they want it in their briefcases; 
they want to take it home. It 
has become apparent of late, 
however, that once "the law" 
is encumbered with all its long­
clo~eted relatives, it no longer 
fits into one's briefcase, and 
certainly not into one's 
notebook. Fortunately_-· for 
those of the bitter ranks, there 
is now on display at the 
bookstore a large hornbook 
mosajc; each par~ has been 
priced individually and sized 
to fit all briefcases. 
The p·oint, howev~r, iS to 
avoid a path by now worn 
smooth. This•path leads first to 
the bookstore; the mosaic is in­
deed most hypnotic. Next 
comes ~athy. There is,· of 
course, little else that one can 
feel upon realizing that the 
system is not failing, but simp­
ly is not. And thus comes a 
sense of , uselessness. The 
resorts at this point-we have 
been told-are miserably few: 
·alcohol, Little Leaiue,'perhaps 
remainina in bed. A febrile call 
by one faculty member urges 
awareness of these unfor­
tunately common ,;careers." 
_Althouah a _few ha~e listened, 
most remain ~hildishly 
deliahted ~Jtt\.Jbc..nlc»aic. 
, . 
*p**********~****~************• · · • .. ,, · ~- r-i . SBA - · ~ 
• oetry _ . _ The Big Snow , 1 · · I 
by Victo'r J. D'Angelo 
·- :-·~,~ iii 
•• 
. 
-· 
-by M.E. Orvis 
U/B's poet laureate· contemplates rhyme and reason. 
' Moot Court 
I didn't do it, 
but I wat~hed you all go 
through it. 
It's a truism I say, 
and some lost their way, 
and had to mutilate a Fed Supp 
or two, 
as they w~nt through, 
the Moot Court competition. 
• . . ... Byla.w 13 . 
Sitting on snow and writing a p,• o;m _,:~·Compliance 
. , . • . . ' The Parent Law StudentMy ass IS wet and the wind is r Association, . with a sitting ' 
· bl • , room on the sixth floor (room 
1 ~Win • . 604), is open to anyqne, par-Last week ~ had a bt"g snow' tic_ularly to p~rents with young 
. "" , children and infants. 
To Law Schoofwe didn't go _The sitt!ng roo~ is equipped
• with a changing table, 
.Oh how we 'all cheered and how we book_case, chairs an~. ~olorful 
. hangings. Our fac,httes are 
- al~ fea.red, available to any . member. 
· ' l.d , · · Please leave a message in boxThat we wou D t be able to use our 2 for . or . f ti n. 
cars till May. 
Jimmy Griffin arrived on· a Faculty... 
continued from page 1 
.Ft. ~Laudt:rdale flight, year's budget, the Dean con­
tinued, although the Law 
They didn't plow ·my street till late School will be able to add two 
or perhaps three new facultyFriday night. lines in the fall, there- will be 
no increase in clerical or sup­Isn't it fun to play in the snow? port staff, any projected in­
crease in the Law School's I'm so glad I chose to .live in Buffalo. budget going to close a run-
ning deficit . Headrick further 
announced that there will be a 
slight increase of about 20 
students to the first-year class, 
and 20 students to the upper 
division next fall, in order to 
help the university meet its 
enrollment goals. 
Finally, the two days that 
the school was closed in 
February due to snow will have 
no effect on the length of the 
spring semester. Headrick ex­
plained that due to the 
tightness of the spring 
schedule, and of facilities, ex­
- by M.E. Orvis tending the semester by two 
days would be i,-..practicable. Andy H. Viets was afflicted this week with a severe case of writer's 
block, but he will be back in the next edition of The Opinion with more Those faculty who wish to do 
of his "Meanderings." so may re-schedule lost classes 
on an individual basis. 
The 1984 Commencement Committee and The Student Bar Association 
, . Spri~h~yf° , 
at the Niagara _Hilton 
I 
Friday, March ·30~ 1984 
Cocktails at 7:30pn,l 
Dinner at 8:30pm 
Dance Music Provided by Jack Freedenberg & friends , 
"Buffet Menu ' 
"·· Salads Steamship Round of Beef Desserts 
. Cole Slaw 
' Ass_orted Co!d Cuts· Cheese Display ' 
, I, 
Relish Tray Pan Roasted Potatoes Rolls &Butter 
Cottage Cheese Display Green Beans ·Almondlne Coffee &Tea 
1, 
·Seafood Newburg 
'' 
' PLUS TWO HOURS OF OPEN BAR . . 
I -
Tickets on Sale March 14, 16, 1e·and March 26,27, '28 In front of Ubrary 
s1·3.oo per person with ~tertainment card.* 
$15.p0 per person without Entertainment Card *limit' 2 ticketa 
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Bonjour, mes cheres. Once 
again another Law Revue show 
has come and gone, and moi 
was so thrilled by some of the 
fashion statements made by 
participants in this year's fete 
that moi was simply compelled 
to put pen to paper and dash 
off this review. 
For both nostalgia buffs and 
others, the highlight of the 
evening (in this reporter's opi­
nion) just had to be that sparkl­
ing display of synchronicity 
put on by the Spinoffs. Nimbly 
dancing and performing 
acrobatic feats to the strains of 
the Spinner's smash hit "I've 
been working my way back to 
you, babe;'' these gentlemen 
were smashingly attired in an 
ensemble that featured white 
jazz shoes and ruffle-fronted 
shirts with scarlet bow ties. 
Spinoffs lead singer Keith 
Martin looked particularly 
distinguished, his grey suit ac­
cented with a red button hole 
carnation to match his bowtie . 
While Mr. Martin and the 
gentlemen in the group-Steve 
Berkowitz, Chris Fink, Michael 
Morse and .Kurt Sherman-all 
danced charmingly, their grace 
was almost eclipsed by the 
ladies who joined them. Mary 
ldzior, in a crisp white shirt 
and bow tie once again tapped 
danced her way into our hear.ts 
and, in a surprise performance 
Miss Marjorie Girth, simply 
and neatly attired in a beige 
pullover and darker · brown 
slacks, made a guest ap­
pearance. Though unrehears­
ed, Miss ·Girth . dan_ced with 
skill and verve, slipping slight-
·Ved e~s Law . 
. . 
ly only once-a mishap, as moi 
knows from experience, due 
merely to high-heeled 
, pumps-alas, those 
treacherous narrow heels!· 
While the Spinoffs got the . 
evening of( to a splendid start, 
there was-mud, entertainment 
to .follow, including the ap­
pearance of The Opinion's own ' 
Mi"ss M_arV, Ellen Berger and 
Mr. Raymond . Stilwell Cn a 
Career Development Job-A­
Thon skit . designed to en­
courage prospective 
employers in all walks of life 
to hire U/B Law seniors. Miss 
Berger displayed "be true· to 
your school spirit" in a white 
sweatsuit emblazoned with the 
University's crest. Mr. Stilwell, 
·taking the lead . from CDO's 
own Alan Carrel; selected a 
blue polyester blazer with 
brass buttons and a red print 
tie. While Mr. Stilwell carried 
this outfit off with style, moi 
considers it moi's duty to warn 
younger law students that such 
attire will simply not d9 for in­
terviewing, or similiarly impor­
tant occasions. Af> Mr. John 
Molloy, author of Dress For 
Success, has · unequivocally 
stated, those who wear brass 
buttons are . suited only to 
leading paraaes.. 
A further solecism was com­
mitted by Mr . , Thomas 
Cassada, who pfayed a small 
but pivotal role in the · COO 
skit, holding up a silent 
telephone and looking out on 
the audience beseechingly. Mr. 
Cassada, the last law student 
one w,ould e~pect to breach a 
rule of etiquette, was guilty of 
· •(· ,· · ' · • 1 · ' · ·t ,· •' · · · · · · 
Opinion . , );tare~' 14,' 1 .....' ,' . 
..
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sipping beer trom a plastic cup . law School Poet 
duriog his performance. True, The audience was also 
many petformers (including treated to_a poetry reading by 
faculty members) sipped beer. the Law School's own poet ' 
on stage as well, but moi has it laureate, Vic .0'~n~elo. -Mr; 
on good "authority that Mr. D'Angelo read a selection of 
Cassa~a is the only student _in ne;w }VOl'ks ,including "Emil/ is 
the law school who owns .a . a Geniu$" tsnd "Law School 
copy of Miss Manner's Guide - Man,'r looking purposefully 
to Excruciatingly Correct ·artsy jn .. sunglasses, a tweed · 
Behavior, and thus is cognizant jacket with elbow patches and 
of Miss Manner's views on a' tie loosely knotted. over his 
public drinking. For shatne, · throat. · · 
Thomas. -
.Other Fashion Notes 
Best ilobed Prof One of the best dressed per­
The , evening was also formers in the show was un­
highlighted by the awardi,ig of doubtedly Miss Tracey 
the Best Robed_;· Professor Kassman, whose varied rples 
award to Mr. Ken Joyce. While caused her tb change from a 
in the past stodents have voted neatly skirted suit to a stunn­
for the professor tl;ley mo}t ing . c:;erise focktail dress, 
desired to see disrobed; this decorate4 wit~ . a la.yer of 
year decorum, prevailed and, flounces at its neckline. Miss 
thus, the award, was given to Kassl"Q.ar:i · )NOTe_ m~_tchin_g red 
the faculty member·thought to · flower.s ih her hair. - , -
appear at .his best robed. The" ·. Special mention must also 
robe ceremoniously awarded b'e paid to the Master of 
to Mr. Joyce was a half-length, Cecemonies, · Mr . &iark 
powder blue one and for- Sgkolowski, who presentec:t the 
tunately matched , the re- very picture of:"eJegance in a 
mainder of his I ensemble, , black tuxedo  (E.ven when Mr. 
which included the inevitable Sokolowski was: obligated to 
Lacoste alligator sweater, ,this change his attire to appear. in a 
time in a soft baby blue, and a later skit, he did so discreetly, 
light blue butto.n down Oxford another·gentl~man. holding his 
cloth shirt. In addition to wear- jacket to shield him from view 
ing his traditional preppie at- of the audience.) ' 
tire, Mr. ·Joyce also joked One final comment, to Mr. 
about the subject of ungraded Jud Weiksnar regarding his 
final exams, advising th~ au- . choice-·, of , headgear for the 
dience that he had never let a Hornbook the Magnificent 
s_enior graduate without skit:' Mr. Weiksnar, berets are 
grades . The. ·more thing~ fashionable this· year, not tur­
change, the more they remain •bans. Please, consult with rrn;,i 
the same. , befor.e ch~s,ing ·, a .chapeau in 
the futlit-e . · ·: ... 
r' .r ~, -Wendra St. Claire 
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Copeland, S.heehan 
. . . 
• • • J , • .... 
•·
-by i\(E. Orvis 
Kimberly Copeland and_Timothy Sheehan, whose efforts_ at Te~le 
University's Polsky Criminal Procedure Moot Court Competition (held 
last month in Philadelphia) placed them in the semifinals, further 
enhanced U/B's reputation as a force to be reckoned with in regional 
Moot Court competitions. Congratulations! 
Students 
Won"t Sue. 
continued from page J 
to admit otherwise. 
Because of the severe treat­
ment that the students receiv­
ed, given the nature of the 
violation charged, the question 
has arisen whether action can 
be taken against the city for ,a 
violatiO!l of the students' rights 
of due process, which ideally 
protec~s citizens from 
overzealous action by state in­
stitutions. 
Twelw Strud& Deal 
Twelve of the nineteen 
students are no longer in the 
position to take such attion 
a1ainst the city. On February 
28th, Chief City Judge H. 
Buswell Roberts dismissed the 
charges against twelve of the 
students in return for their 
agreement not to sue the city 
of Buffalo for its action in ar­
resting them. Judie Roberts 
had signed the search warrants 
used in the housing raid two 
weeks earlier. 
Seven of the nineteen 
students refused to accept the 
bargain and vow to stand trial. 
David G. Jay, the attorney 
representing those seven, told 
the Buffalo News that the offer 
of dismissals conditioned on 
releases was made to his 
clients, but that .they have 
chosen to stand trial, thus re- . 
taining their ri1ht to attempt a 
subsequent action a1ainst the 
city. Further action against the 
seven was set by Judie Roberts 
for March 20th. Judse Roberts 
refused further cQmment. 
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Charges were dismissed 
against: Rocco Capuano, 20; 
Thomas McDonald, 21, Brial) 
VanWagener, 22; William 
Schaumloffel, 21; and Robert 
Marion, 19; all of 24 Highgate 
Avenue. 
Charges were also dismissed 
against Thomas McNulty, 22, 
of 21 Minnesota Avenue, and 
the following residents of 91 
Englewood Avenue: Sheila 
Greenfield, 21; Janet 
Neuburger, 21; Peter Snyde1, 
21; Paul Recht, 21; Kenneth 
Rosenberg, 21; and Theodore 
Pelton, 22. 
Charges still remain against 
Peter Baxter, 22; David Haber, 
24; Aldith Powell, 23; John 
Moore, 27; George Baron, 25; 
Eric Pollard, 19; and Lori 
Joubert, 25. 
============ 
' 
.FSRB 
cohtinued . from page 1 
enough evidence will be found 
to prove someone guilty, he 
stressed that the offense is a 
serious ·one, and that he per­
so·nally views it as academic 
dishonesty, worthy of severe 
punishment. He added that the 
subcommittee is also concern­
ec;I · with finding ways to .. 
alleviate the problem in the 
-future. . 
Commenting on the in­
vesti1ation, Dean Headrick 
said; "I regard such transgres­
sions if proved to be a serious 
matter,'~ adding that if any ac-
~cused person is convicted after 
_due process, the punishment 
will be severe. Headrick notea 
that the destruction or hidina 
of library materials is a serious 
_offense, and that if a person is 
1uilty of' trying to gaJn per­
sonal advantaae at . the ex­
pense of disadvanta1in1 other 
students, serious questions. are 
raised as to whether that per­
son s~ld be permitted the 
privile1e of ·practicin1 raw. The 
Dean . aJso added that discu5:­
sions re1ardin1 increasln1 the 
investi1atory powers of 'the· 
FSRB are beina conducted, 
and that it may be possible in 
the future for the FSRB to ob­
tain the services of outside 
professional investigators. 
.. _".\.'-' 
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New Waves 
Notes Taken at the'-;Vj~eotheqUe 
,- by Jud Weiksnar 
When rock videos first came 
' put about four or five years 
ago, they mystified me. Why, I 
wondered, would anyone want 
to watch one of those thi.ngs? 
Music was meant to be heard, 
not seen. I was convinced that 
they were just a fad, and that 
they wo,uld never catch on. 
As any. stockholder in MTV 
coufd tell you, I was wrong. 
Rock videos have arrived,- and 
it looks like they're here to 
stay-at least until the next 
technological innovation 
comes along. 
Videos have grown to the 
point where · they' not- only 
reflect the latest trends in 
popular music, ·b,ut they shape 
them as well . Duran Duran is 
the best example of a group 
made by t.he video revolution. 
Here's a bunch of guys .who are 
o.k. musically, but who come 
across great on film . When 
some high school girls catch 
- these hunks . on MTV, they just 
have_to go out and buy the 
album. A picture ,is worth a 
thousand sales. 
The Stray Cats are another 
group made by MTV. Viewers 
loved thefr videos "Rock This 
Town" . and "Stray Cat Strut," 
but pop radio stations weren't 
giving the songs any air 
play-until the album took off 
based on its ·MTV exposure·. 
Then all of a sudden you heard 
the Stray Cats on everything 
from 97 Rock to WBEN. It was 
probably the - first time an · 
album became a radio hit aher · 
it sold out at the stores. It' 
almost always occurs the other 
way around. 
Video seems to keep getting 
bigger an~ bigger. Grammys 
are awarded in several video 
categories. Michael Jackson 
hired John Landis of Animal 
House fame to produce his 
14-minute "Thriller" video. 
Screens proliferate in bars and 
restaurants. The biggest one 
I've seen is at the 2001-it 
looks like they borrowed it 
from the Buffalo Drive-In. 
While some videos' are-very, 
very good, others can be very, 
very bad. Some of it may ~e 
due to the producer · or the 
budget, but what it basically 
comes down to is how creative 
the 'artist wants to be, and how 
well he/she/other (Boy George) 
comes across on film . 
Wliat's a good video? 
-One that , makes people 
stop talking am;I start wat-
ching. (See "Anything by 
Michael Jackson," infra.) 
-Most of those by Eno­
influenced artists, e.g. Talking 
· Heaas, Devo, David Bowie. 
These people are extremely 
creative, and _ the ·video 
·_medium gives them just one 
more -excuse to let it all hang 
out. 
-Anything by· Michael 
Jackson. Whether you like him 
or not, you must ·admit his 
vid~os have the EF Hutton ef­
feet. When they come on, pea­
pie listen-and watch. 
What's a bad video? 
- Just about any of those 
you see on RockWorld. These 
appear to .. be MTV rejects. 
(RockWorld is a competitor of 
MTV, and is broadcast · on 
those campus t.v. screens, in­
eluding the one outside the 
first-floor lounge.) 
-Any of those where the 
band just stands · there lip­
synching. If that's all you want, 
just watch Solid Gold. 
-Most heavy-metal videos. 
These are definitely geared 
toward the high school, leather 
jacket crowd, and are like the 
music they portray-heavy 
handed, low on creativity, and 
just plain dumb. You need 
more than a beat to carry a 
good video. 
Critical Political Analysis. • • 
continued from page 4 
not doubt that this was done. I 
denounce the act, as I'm sure 
many others whom Mr . 
Donatelli would label "leftist." 
Don;\t~lli should, ~ however, 
realize that his particular 
organiza'tion is not the only, 
one to have its announcements ' 
defac~d. I have seen organiza­
tions who sponsored speakers 
from the Churc;h in Nicaragua 
or the unions in El Salvador 
· have every single announce­
ment on the campus torn down 
the night before the presenta­
tion. 
Let's get over this unfound­
ed paranoia. Not only is there 
political intolerance, there is 
also, often, down-right hostili­
ty. Does that mean that the 
acts are the result ot a con­
<;erted conspiracy by the amor­
phous Left? You tell me. 
A NEED FOR CRITICISM: 
fROM THE LEFT OR RIGHT 
Mr. Donatelli has also pro­
tested the lack of: "an 
unrestricted atmosp~ere, one 
n 
I ■ 11 
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a II 
in which the Left and Right will 
listen to each other and 
respect the other's views." (The 
Opinion, 3/2/84, p.3) Ideas have 
to earn respect and accep­
tance. One's birthriaht in th·s 
nation st-iould be to be 
guaranteed an opportunity to 
present one's ideas; whether or 
not ttley will be avidly embrac. 
ed by one's peers ' is another 
issue. (Then - again, . unde1 the 
Donatelli analysis, if you are 
one of the "brighter students," 
I imagine you'll p_robably just 
sit in the back of · class 
somewhere, keep your mouth 
shut, and wring your hands.) 
(The Opinion, 3/2/84) 
WHY THIS RESPONSE1 (AND 
A SOMEWHAT POINTED ONE 
AT THATI 
I cannot speak for all the 
card-carrying, ·tree speech ad­
vocating, anti-plantation, pro­
environ menta I, feministic, 
homosexual t~lerating, liberal­
left type students in this Law 
School. I speak for myself and 
o~t of a ,deep antagonisrn 
toward fascism and 
totalitarianism. 
It was not long ago that my 
grandfather came to this coun­
try, settled in a small town on 
th~ Ohio-West Virginia b_order, 
and had his restaurant' boycot­
ted and a cross burnt on his 
lawn. I have not forgotten the 
stories told ,by my relatives of 
fighting the Na:i;is in Greece 
during the ~econd World War, 
· or the first hand accounts of 
life under the occupation. 
"Right minded individuals,'' 
what will you do when you see 
the news clips on CNN of a 
Salvadoran soldier standing 
over a handcuffed civilian who 
is lying face down in a street in 
San Salvador. What will you do 
when he winds up and kicks 
· that person in the head with his 
shining black jack boots? 
Think about it, and understand 
. why it is that some individuals 
hold such strong views about 
the subject and are perhaps a 
bit hostile to the cheerleaders 
of the Reqan, Kirkpatrick, and 
Kissinger Fan Club. 
\'HAPPY·SPRING 
BREAK 
Ff.om The Opinion 
I 
Uilt'e • 
If you tlij_nk you have . JWIA_,.nnn.~•~nl-Jt:J 
what it takes to be a 7~UUU .,;u~••UJ 
I from·tbestart 
. ' . ~ 
You'll get first hand experience in .the Marine-Corps Officer and lawyer, tallc:with 
courtroom ri~t from the start. In d¢ee th¢'Marine Corps Officer-Selection Officer 
.years, you could handle more-lhan ~,000_ .. wl_ien he visits_}Our campys. Mote -~ 
cases ii1 a wide variety of subjects from . - 190,000 Marines could use your service. 
international to con- r-----------, .. 
tracts to crimi~al law. H ~• · MaybeyouCJlllbeoneotas. 
_Hawaii, Th.e La,nd of Good ·Lixxing_Vis-it.ing 
., 
by Victor R. Siclari 
Well, it is almost that time. 
Spring (Buffalo Winter Part II) 
break is only two days away 
and you still don't have any 
plans. You say you are tired of 
the same, old, usual "Let's go 
to Florida" regim·e. You are 
tired of being one of the crowd .. 
and fighting all those crowds· 
down in Fort Lauderdale or at 
Disney World or-wherever it is 
in Florida that college students 
flock to. You say you want 
something different, exciting, 
extraordinaire. Well no need to 
fret because you can be on 
your way to a paradi~ of sun, 
white .beaches, and dancing 
girls (yes, that's right - dancing 
girls) in bikinis. 
"Where," you ask, "is this . 
paradisel" It is Hawaii, our fif­
tieth state and by far the best 
acquisition made since 
Manhattan was bought from 
the Indians for S24.00 in 
trinkets. You say it can't be 
done, not in two days, not with 
the p~ice pf airfare. I say it can 
be done, because· I did it over 
winter break. 
Prep.irina for Takeoff 
My trip was spur-of-the­
moment, with airplane reserva­
ments I got when I went up to 
·the -cashier to purchase the lo­
.tion-"You expecting to get a 
tan in the · winter, eh? Chuckle, 
chuckle." She sure shut up fast 
when I told her I was leaving 
for Hawaii the next day. 
Although she said, "Have a 
nice ti~e." as I left, I knew she 
didn't mean it one bit and pro­
bably hoped it would rain the 
whole week I was in Hawaii. 
The Flight to Paradise 
Anyway, I arrived at the air­
port on tinre the next morning 
(no 0 . J. Simpson feats 
necessary) and World Airways 
· swept me off my feet with their 
Luxury World Service-cham­
pagne and q-u iche for 
breakfast, wine and fish filet 
for lunch, more wine and 
prime ribs for dinner, and a hot 
lemon-scented towel after 
each meal to freshen up. This 
helped make the 4959-mile, 
12-hour flight a little more 
bearable, especially after hear­
ing all. the songs on the music 
channels in the plane for the 
fourth time. (I could have gone 
on American Airlines with my 
two friends,. but it would have 
cost me S1200 instead of S450. 
I will never understand what 
makes a seat on an airline tri­
ple its value in one week. 
Luckily, though, World Air­
ways doesn't require advance 
reservations for their super­
saver flights, as American 
does.) 
Upon arrival in H'awa,1 i I was ' 
immediately overcome by the 
beauty of the palm trees in the 
middle of the airport and the 
warm weather (I was still in a 
deep freeze from Buffalo). I no 
tions made less than eighteen · sooner had realized that this 
hours before takeoff. Needless paradise was real when . I was 
- , to say, a lot went on in that whiskea off to the hotel in an 
short time period. Plastic airconditioned ·bus (but I 
money and 24-hour banking yearned for warmth!). 
solved the problem of how I It wasn't until we were in 
was•to pay for my expenses by Hawaii that we learned that 
providing me with some im­ this is their rainy . season. 
mediate cash and allowing me However, we were blessed 
I "":"" • , • 
girl came to the table with theobese· woman who wore a 
developed picture. By now weflorescent -colored bikini. 
were read~ to submit . toMaybe she was there to warn 
anything and consequentlyships ashore. 
purchased the glossy 8 x 10 forThe most interesting aspect 
S10 (those · Hawaiians don'tof the beach, however, was the 
weekend sculptors. They miss a trick). Soon after 
spend their weekends con­ another pretty girl grabbed 
structing sand sculptures with - some of us and brought us on 
modified plastic buckets, bot­
tles, ~ups and ordinary kitchen 
utensils. On the Saturday that 
we were there, they built a life-­
sized scene of a punk rock 
family watching MTV with 
their punked-out dog. They 
colored the scene by spray 
painting it with a mixture of 
water and food coloring. The 
son and dog had purple 
Mohawks, the wife had ~ red 
polka-dot dress and the father 
had ligh~ing bolts on his 
T-shirt .· On Sunday.they 
created a city of miniature 
pyramids. It took them about 
six hours to create these 
sculptures, and during the 
whole time crowds of people 
stood around watching. They 
are so well-known that they 
were featured on Real People 
on February 8. 
Besides the beach, we 
visited the new U.S.S. Arizona 
Memorial in Pearl Harbor. 
After 42 years, the ship still 
holds the remains of 1,100 men ­
just under- the surface of the 
water, and oil from inside the 
ship still scars the surface of 
the blue-green watej as a sort 
of ghostly reminder. People 
ctin'lmemorate-'the dead by 
throwing· flowers into the 
water. The Navy requests you 
do not throw coins in ·the 
wat~r,' thQugh, bec1use the 
·alloys in the coins co.rode the 
coral that has built a protec­
tive shell around the ship. We 
also visited the National Pun­
chbowl Cemetery, another 
memorial . Its monuments list 
the names of_over 26,000 Miss-
- ing War Dead from War World 
II and the "oreail War. 
to charae the rest. The acti_,al with sunny, 80-degree-plus · ·Ma,·Tai Fever 
packina was not a big problem; weather and were able to The lighter-headed· side of 
the problem was what to pack. spend · most of the time on our trip included a luau at 
The prospect of travelling to \fv'.aikiki Beach soaking up the Paradise CQVe where we imbib-
thin& from my n:iind when I left five types of r-ums surpassed 
Buffalo (since the only island I lummina on the leach ·-only by the Lons Island Iced 
expected to visit was the long The beach was a sight to see. Tea). As <>ur group arrived we 
·one). However, thanks to Men and wQ.men alike wore were accosted(!) by a pretty' 
stores that keep inventory on · the smallest bathing suits per- Hawaiian girl who bestowea a 
their shelves from two seasons missible by law in their at- drinlt and a lei upon each of us 
aao; my adventure was not a tempt ·to expose as m1.1ch of and posed with us for a . pie-
disaster. f was able to purchase their bodies to the sun's rays as ture. Tr~n. once we had eaten 
a few pairs of shorts, some possible (and they did a good a dinner of traditional 
summer shirts, and a bottle of job of it, too). The only blight Hawaiian food and ·imbibed 
suntan lotion. Boy, the com- ori the beach was thi$ very some more free mai tais, the 
,-------------------------------------.:..· -
ESSAYS ARE THE UKILLERS" ON THE BAR EXAMINATION'~' 
(ASK ANY ...REPEATER") l ' 
t • • 
For over 40 'years, LOUIS A. KASS' has taught many 
thousands of successful bar applicants how to. ATTACK 
,, ' 
AN AL YZE and •ANSWER the moat difficult Essaysl 
WHY TAKE ANY ·.CHA.NCES? 
' 
REGISTE-R 
' 
NOW! We were 
over-subscribed eleven :consecutive trmesl 
6 SUNDAYS, Commencing JUNE 10, 1984.(l _to 4 p.m.) 
HOTEL BARBIZON PLAZA HOTEL, NEW YCJ:t\K CITY 
FEE $200 
: · = 
KASS PROBLEM ANALYSIS CLINICS &G:s;:_
· · · " l:Nl.; · 27 WIWAM STREET 
.- .:a:•ew YOR' K NEW voR·K 1·0005 
· ft · · ,(2112) WH 3 • 2890 · ·· · '1 :! • ··c:· · ., ·,; ·-
stage to dance the traditional 
Hawaiian hula. Unfortunately, 
she left our side and some ugly 
· male Hawaiian, who was five 
times the size.of the girl, ·led us 
in the hula. It was a good thing 
I had brought my wide-angle 
lens. 
On another night we indulg­
ed in more mai tais and hula 
dancing on a sunset dinner 
cruise aboard the Royal Prince, 
the yacht used in the series 
C}larlie's Angels, Hawaii Five-
0, and Magnum P.I. Although 
we were told that Tom Selleck 
has a house somewhere en the 
island of Oahu and can occa- . 
sionally be seen in the clubs in 
Waikiki, his whereabouts were 
a well-kept secret (as if I really 
cared, anyway). 
I'm Flyina Hiah Now 
Other activities included 
more dr.inking at bars and 
discos. There are ' probably 
more drinking establishments 
on this 3-mile strip than any 
3-mile strip of Ft. Lauderdale. 
We also went to the traditional 
tourist traps upon which 
Hawaii's economy depends 
greatly.and went "parasailing" 
(parachu.te sailing). ·This-· is .a 
sport w·hereby you are harness-
ed into a parachute which is at-
tached to a· speed boat by a 
tow line which lifts you off 
from a dry dock in the ,middle 
of the bay and pulls you as you 
"sail" -in the air. When the ride 
ends, you make a three-point ., t~in Hawaiian money. For 
landing in .the water t_hat is 
akin to jumping into a pool . 
, · 
Have Jeep will Travel 
Anothei: must on our agenda 
was renting a jeep to explore 
the island. we drove into the 
crater of Diamond Head (the 
same one seen in- Hawaii Five-
0), a volcano which has been 
Hawaii had been the furthest rays. ed many mai tais (a drink with '-· · extinct for over 750,000 years, 
and then hiked up to_its outer 
edae to explore a lookout post 
used ~uringWWII. On our way 
to Sunset Beach and Bonzai 
Pi~line ~hose. winter - } urf 
hos~ the world surfi~a com-
petition .with their *.foot 
waves). . we passed miles _y f 
Dole and DelMonte pine'a~le 
and suaar cane fields. Each 
year less and less pineapples 
are planted. Labor is cheap!I'
in Central America so most of 
the production and ·plantlna 
has moved·down there. The on­
ly pineapples now. planted in 
Hawaii are those- that will be 
shipped fresh. The suaar cane 
industry on Hawaii is near ex­
tinction for the s~e reason, 
whereas cmly· ten years :ago it 
was a major industry.
We also. stopped at the 
Polynesian . Cultural Center, 
operated by the Church of 
Jesus Christ of latter-day 
Saints, more commonly known 
as. the Mormon, . Here, 
, 
perienced the lifestyles of 
these respective islands from 
the music, dancing, grass hCits, 
and · daily activities like 
cc;>conut husking. 
·Hangin' loose 
Overall, life in Hawaii leans 
toward the simple and laid­
back . . For example, instead of 
naming their · bus · system 
something like the 
"Metropolitan-Suburban Bus 
Authority" (whew!), they settle 
for a simple "The · Bus." 
Another example is their 
favorite saying- Hang 
Loose-whicl'!• is also com­
municated · by a hand sign 
depicted by the extension of 
the thumb and pinky from a 
closed fist. It means just what 
it says-to hang loose, don't 
get uptight, and take life easy. 
In Hawaii, no one wears ties, 
and suits are out of the ques­
tion. Appropriate dress -in­
cludes a Hawaiian shirt · plus 
whatever else you feel comfor_. 
table in. . And if you are the 
kind of person who is time­
oriented and always lo..oks at 
your watch, don't go -to 
Hawaii. Everyone here takes it 
slow and easy. Unlike NYC, 
motorists obey the 
pedestrian's right of way and 
pedestrians don't cross' the 
thoroughfares unless there is a 
"Walk" signal flashing, even if 
no cars can be seen for blocks. 
I myself found this rule har~ to 
follow. As they say, you ~an 
, t,ake ~he boy out o.f the city, 
but you can't take the city- out 
of the boy. 
You Can't Fool Me 
The Hawaiian's favorite joke 
about the tourists is that so 
many ask where they can ob­
t~se of you -~~o are not too 
quack, Hawau 1s one of our 
s.tates and uses the dollar for 
/ ts 'standard currency . 
However, there is some merit' 
to the tourists' question. 
Hawaii did have its own ·cur-
rency before acquiring its 
statehood, but to purchase it 
requires many U.S. dollars. 
· Jhe most interesting fact 
abq.,t Haw:aii is that 60 percent 
of its P9Plllation is of Japanese 
descent and only a mere 15 
peroent is native Hawaiian. 
The rest of the population i·s 
mostly Chinese and mainland 
American. Because. of this, 
some native Hawaiians do -
· tender · animosity towards 
"foreigners" for "invadi~' 
their island. However, as far as . 
I ~aw, they were u , ready to 
· 'tafe my money as anyone 
.else's. 
· Maha~ and Aloha 
Before we knew it, the week 
had come to an end. It was 
time for us to say "Mahalo" 
(thank you) to the islanders for 
'their hospitality and 'the oppor­
tunity to share in the celebra-
tion _9f their silver anniversary 
of statehood: Since I had 
· thorc)u~hly en1c:,v~ my stay, I 
found 1t v!ry d1ff1cult to leave 
this paradise. . 
Before I end th1S, I want to 
students of the Br:iaham Youna. leave a little bi,t ·of advi~e to 
University, also operated by fellow law stud~nts. If you 
the, Mormons, work and . need . to take _ a not-so-
receive credit or remuneration expensive, luxury vacatior'! to 
while they 'Coordinate exNbits aet away ~rom it all, 10 to 
.of the native cultures of the Hawaii. And If you are one of 
Polynesian Island, (Hawaii, Fu- those persons who can't . in· ji, Tonaa. Samoa, Tahiti, The du!ae witho~t . feelina auilty, 
Marquesas, and Aotearoa or .. . 
~~-~';';~~~~~-~~--~ -~-~-:":."':'.':".':". :":. .:-:.~· ':":"':":.•:":-~~~~ ~:':::~~~:'!'!~~~!::!~='7 , .. N~.~tlf!J'¥Q kl ~ ._•'tu........_.. ,:JeKf89JiRIC£1:•.J1 
· · · · · · · · · -~ --- · -~ · t 1ftf · · · -·-·.-. · · · · · --.-.-.-.-· · .. · · · · · -
~~JJ'h • ~~~h •~11.t•:r,·1· ~ ,', • 
• • 
Advocates ·on Ice Advanee. to CharriJi)i0nships 
NEXT DEADLINE FOR 
The Opinion 
.is Wednesday, March 28th! 
. . 
We hit the stands Apri I 4th! 
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'4oTo. PROCESSING - TYPI-NG 
- ltjpe 
Your Future Can't Wait Much Longer 
It's time to start p.reparing -for your career after 
law school. Prototype can help -you send yo~r 
letters of application to prospective employers '" 
law firms and corporations. Our co111puter 
t~chnoiogy provides custom-typed, pr~fessional 
quality cover letters and resumes at prices often 
lower than traditional typing services. 
Complete Editlna Capability . 
No need for retyplna when editina drafts . 
16 T •- 6 s mboll to lepetltlw Work at lecluced P~icesc~: y Xeroidna, Printina, Bulk Ma1lin1 
~~~ Ilk~ Typetet Pld-1.Jp &Delivery Available 
All Work Guaranteed 
CALL PROTO-TYPE ,:_ 883-3348 
Ask For Randy 
by Alan J. Bo,:er 
Wheatfield, N.Y., . Mar. 5, 
1984--The official Law School 
hockey team, Advoq,tes On 
Ice, today ad\'.anced to the 
finals of the intramural hockey 
league playoffs. With a surpris­
ingly easy effort, the Law 
School heroes surgically 
removed the Medical School 
team from contention by · the 
score of 9-3. 
Captain Al Bozer once again 
had his Advocates r~ady for a 
tough game. The squad flew 
onto the ice, skated circles 
around the Ice Meds, !llnd per­
formed in an altogether profes­
sional manner in the dispatch. 
The Meds were dissected, part 
by part, their weaknesses prob­
ed and explored. , • 
In the first few minutes, 
Kevin ("Do It Again") Szanyi 
scored three goals with no 
answer from the ·opposing side. 
Stude·nt Te_lephone Abuses. . . 
continued ,from page 3 
them. The current bill lists 7 
calls accounting for SS.48 of 
expenses design.ated as 
business. legitimate student 
business -ttoes not use a signifi­
cant proportion ~ f the long 
distance budget. 
Personal calls made by 
students, for whatever pur­
poses, obviously comprise the 
bulk of long distance calls . The 
personal calls are made on an 
honor system--people are ex­
pected to i:,ay Jor th(!!ir calls 
w_hen t.~~ -~!!I~ ~rr,iY,e. 1~ ~f. ihis 
writing, 25 calls have been 
claimed, amounting to $53.50. 
Susidization of · 
Personal Privilege . 
This abuse must cease. At a 
time when every SBA alloca­
tion is the subject of ,careful 
consideratiqn, and very few re­
q1,1ests are granted fully, it is 
outrageous that the SBA con­
tinues to pay for the. private 
phone calls of a privileged few 
students who abuse the system 
with impunity. 
"I never wanted to go to Med 
School," said Szanyi. "I had 
nothing to prove." Szanyi add­
e~ another goal later to bring 
hrs league leading goal figure 
to sixteen: "I'm simply very 
good," he explaihed. . 
But the teamwork was im­
portant, too. "It was obvious 
these med students each con­
sidered himself a top surgeon," 
explained Capt. Al. "They had 
no finesse, no sense of the ART 
of hockey. I never wanted to 
go to med school_ ~ither." In- ' 
.deed, it W)lS the consensus in 
the lockerroom after the ga"me 
that it would have been a big 
mistake for anyone to have 
-by Peggy McHalegone , to medical school; at 
least anyone who wanted to Front Row (1-r): Paul McGrath, Bob Spangenthal, Sterling Nets Crue, Ira
play good hockey. Hecht, Jack Lane. 
Jim Navaugh had-three fine Center: Capt. Al "lronman" .Bozer 
assists with Szanyi, and played Back Row: Lee Smith, Brian Dennis, Kevin Szanyi, Adam Wekstein, Peter 
with the unselfish abandon Bradley, Jim Navaugh, Ken Moscowitz 
which has marked the Ad- ....,. • • tc it .................................,. ........................ .. 
vacates success this season. 
Access to the phones cannot 
be -restricted. The SBA and 
BLSA offices are frequently 
open to the entire student 
body. More than 30 people 
have official keys that give en­
try to .the .ro.oms at any time. 
Who knows how often the keys 
are lent, or how many pirated 
copies of keys exist? Clearly, 
the use of the phones cannot 
be monitored. There are calls 
1made' 1after,:t1 ·p.m. 0n-the ,bill; 
we cannot post a 24-hour 
guard to record calls. 
., Obviously the honor system 
:doesn~t 'wbrk. ·s425 .28 ·. in 
un1:laime'd calfs spea~ volumes 
of our honesty. 
The only, solution is to 
eliminate the long distance 
capacity of x21,43. The fact 
that the SBA cheerfully 
budgeted S2400 for telephones 
indicates that this problem is 
historic and endemic--the cur­
rent SBA is no wor-se than its 
predecessors . Limiting the 
telephone's capacity to local 
calls will inconvenience those 
students using the phone for 
legitimate business, as well as 
those honest students who I 
habitually claim their calls. Visit Hawaii. IBut student fee money should 
be distributed as a result of a continued from page 10 
formal request-and-decision- tell yourself (or your parents) 
making · process. It should not that you are going to Hawaii to 
be expropriated by a privileged visit its law school (which is ac-
few for personal long distance credited by the A.B.A.) and to 
calls. T.he SBA should. pay only inquire about a transfer (tui-
for the local-calling capacity tion is about the same as Buf-
on all SBA lines. falo). 
Adventures ofrEmpl-re~s-SuperSaver 
Emp~re AlrH~·ColWate Defender of L:owAirfares. Champion of the Student 
I WE·IMIS'ftOSE 
TW~AIIP
AU.Wsru,e,m 
a«SlfflN7HIE 
~EIIIIOW­
so 
"There could only be one pro­
fessional school hockey cham­
pion, and it sure wasn't goina 
to be those ·stethoscope car­
riers," remarked Navaugh. · 
The pressure on the oppos­
ing goalie was at times so in­
tense that the Meds seemed to 
be sleepwalking through it . . 
"They may get away with that 
stuff in the ,hospitals, but they 
won't when they're on trial in· 
the rink with us:•· noted Bob. 
("Spell my · name right") 
s·pangenthal. 
Once agaiJ:'r, Sterling · Nets 
Crue came through as 
"defender of the 1mmaculate 
goal." Commenting on another 
fine performance, Crue said: 
"The Meds proved that the on­
ly shots they know how to give 
or take are those administered 
with a hypodermic needle." 
Navaugh, Ira Hecht, Brian 
Dennis, Lee Smith, and Peter 
Bradley scored the other goals 
for the Advocates. 
At first you lflay wonder1why 
Hawailan's have only one'word 
for hello and goodbye.Aloha, 
but once you arrive you will 
understand that once you say 
hello to Hawaii, you can never 
really. say goodbye. 
1984 Basebal-1 Preview: The· Nation:al league 
Oberkfell. Unfortunately the deceptively effective with line- ~ by Randy Donatelli will add to his total of 300 The trouble area with this club Cards really lack the pitching drive hitters Jose Cruz, Raywins. Carlton will continue his is the outfield where Lee Lacy, 
to win more than 85 games. Knight, Jerry Mumphrey, PhilThis is the first of a two-part .seesaw strikeout derby with Marvell Wynn and Doug Outside of Bruce Sutter, Joa­ Garnet, Terry Puhl. Dickiereport on the 1984 Baseball Houston's Nolan Ryan; cur­ Frobel lead a mediocre group. quin Andujar and Bob Forsch, Thon and Bill Doran. The season. In this issue, the Na­ rently they rank first and -se­ 2. Montreal: 
the Cards don't have much defense is nothing less than ex­tional League is featured and cond on the all-time list. Mike This team has consistently qual_ity pitching. Infielder­ cellent, as is the overall teamin two weeks the American Schmidt leads all active Na­ failed to win the division 
outfielder Andy Van Slyke speed. Nolari Ryan, -JoeNiekro,League will be previewed. tional L~aguers in home runs despite their obvious abun­
should emerge as one of the Bob Knepper, Bill Dawley,The National League's 109th and needs just eleven more to dance ·of talent. This year, league's best young players. Dave Smith, Mike Scott andseason opens on April 2nd, and reach the 400 mark . however, they are weaker than Vern Ruhle, give the Astrosby early October "look for the Pittsburgh's Bill Madlock will they have been in recent years. 4. Philadelphia: 
The Phillies were one of the very strong pitching. Dodgers·• to capture another be gunning for his fifth batting Gone are Manny Trillo and Al 
w~st teams ever to qualify for pennant, their fifth in the last title and the Giants' Al Oliver Oliver and, as a result, the Ex­ 3. San Diego:
eleven seasons and ninth since will be looking for his ninth pos will have to start both the World Series, and , this 
year's squad should support The Padres' everyday lineup they moved west in 1958. The straight .300 season. Atlanta's Brian Little and Doug Flynn. In is among the be.st in theDodgers have built their team Dale Murphy will try for an un­ addition, Pete Rose will- now this claim. The P~llies will 
with homegrown talent, refus­ precedented third consecutive play first base. The bottom line struggle to play .500 ball and league. With Steve Garvey, Alan Wiggins, G~rying to engage in all-out bidding MVP. Cardinal Lonnie Smith is that the Expos' infield will will barely finish ahead of the Templeton, Tony Gwynn, Terry wars for free agents. The strives to remain the only ac­ hit ·no more than thirty Mets. Steve Carlton, John Den­ Kennedy, and others, theDodger front office and minor tive player to never bat under homeruns, and pennants are ny and Charles Hudson give Padres should be an ent~rtain­league system are the envy of .300 in a full season. The Cubs' not won with such low homer the Phillies three good starters 
all the other clubs, as are their Ferguson Jenkins is just sixteen totals. Tim Raines has moved and Al Holland is the bullpen ing team to watch. Sophomore Kevin• McReynolds wjll beyearly attendance figures wins away from the rarely at­ to right field to make way. for ace. Mike Schmidt remains the 
league'~ premier homerun hit­ given the centerfield job andwhich lately have approached tained 300 plateau. rookie Mike Stenhouse in left. 
four million. Here is a report on e(\ch Na­ Raines, Andre Dawson and ter but no other Phillie will hit an opportunity to live up to his 
minor league phenom reputa­Fully expect the Dodgers to tional League team in the Gary Carter are all-stars, but it more than fifteen . To 
be the class of the National order I believe they will finish is clear that the Expos' lineup elaborate on the rest of the tion. Tim Lollar and Dave 
League again this year but in the standings: has too many holes to win the Phillie line!!J> would be an ex­ Dravecky are the top starters 
watch out for the surprise N.l. EAST division. The pitching is· very ercise in futility . on a staff ·whose strength lies 
team of the year, the Pitt­ 1. Pittsburgh: sound with Steve Rogers, Bill 5. New York:. in the bullpen. I'm ;picking the 
sburgh Pirates. The Bucs have The Pirates have the deepest Gullickson, Charlie Lea, Bryn Met fa~s have good reason Padres to win about 88 games. 
the best pitching in the East and best pitching in the divi­ Smith and relievei Jeff Rear­ for optimism. This club is on its 
Division and should prevail in -;ion. The starters will include don. This club should finish way up and will likely finish 4. San Francisco: 
a year in which there are no Rick Rhoden, John Candelaria; about two games behind the with about 77 wins. The reason · During the off season the 
dominant teams in the divi­ Larry Mc.Williams, last year's Pirates. for the optimism is the young Giants added Dusty Baker, 
sion. rookie sensation Jose Deleon, 3. St. Louis: pitchers. Jeff Bittiger, Tim Manny Trillo. and. Al Oliver. 
In addition to the usually ex­ and recently acquired John The Red birds have several Leary and Ron Darling all have This trio plus Jack Clark will 
citing pennant races, keep an Tudor. With Kent Tekulve, Rod strong points including the impressive minor league perk up a heretofore anemic 
eye on the pursuit of Scurry and Lee Tunnell in the best and fastest outfield in the credentials, and recently­ offense. The Giants need good 
milestones by some of the bullpen, the Bucs will be solid league (probably the fastest of obtained Sid Fernandez com­ years from Johnny LeMaster, 
league's great players. Pete in the late innings as well. The all time). With Lonnie Smith, piled legendary strikeout stats Bob Brenly, Chili Davis and 
Rose enters the season needing Pirates won't score runs at the Willie McGee and David while pitching in the Dodger Tom O'Malley, if they hope to just ten hits to become the se­ rate they did in the '70's, but Green, left to right, the Cards farm system. Veterans Mike make a run. at the front. run­
cond man in history ·to collect with Tony Pena, Bill Madlock, have three .300 type hitters Torrez, Ed Lynch, Doug Sisk, ners. Greg Minton and Gary 
4000 hits. With 202 hits Rose Jason Thompson and Johnny who can drive in runs and .steal Craig Swan and Walt Terrell Lavelle give the • Gi~nts the 
can break Ty Cobb's all-time Ray, they should manufacture bases. The infield is solid with round out the staff. Keith Her­ League's best bullpen. The 
record for lifetime hits . enough runs to make their George Hendrick, Tommy nandez, George Foster and starters include Atlee Ham­
Philadelphia's Steve Carlton outstanding pitching hold up. Herr, Ozzie Smith ,-nd Ken maker, Mike Kn,.1kow and BillDaryl Strawberry give the Mets 
Laskey.a solid middle of the order. 
The catching situation is 5. Atlanta:pathetic-and Mookie Wilson is This club should experience barely adequate in centerfield. 
a major slide this year. TwoThe infield, outside of Her­
starting pitchers havenandez at first, stinks. Look for departed: Phil NieJ<ro to thethe Mets to finish a strong Yankees and Pascual Perez tofifth . jail. Leadoff hitter Brett Butler 6. Chicago: . has moved to Cleveland. SureThe Cubs with Bill Buckner, 
the Braves have Dale MurphyRon Cey, Leon Durham, Jody 
and Bob Horner, but they also Davis, · Ryne Sandberg, Mel have , the error-prone RafealHall and Keith Moreland, 
Ramirez at short and no left­should lead the league in runs fielder to speak of. Glenn Hub­scored. The Cub pitching, bard and Chris Chamblis form however, is horrible. Only 
a competent right side of thebullpen man Lee Smith is a infie.ld, but Horner andbonafide stopper. If . thi"s club 
Ramirez give the . Braves . thehad the pitching talent of Mon­ league's worst defensive in­treal. they would win the divi­ field . Ttie ~ depleted pitchingsion. Rookie outfielder Joe 
staff is headed by Len BarkerCarter could emerge as a star 
and Craig McMurtry as starte(s 
· ballplayer. 
and Steve Bedrosian· out of theN.L. WEST bullpen. The Braves have fail­1. Los Angeles: 
ed to replace the loss of keyWith Fernando Valenzuelil, players and • they will sufferJerry Reuss, · Bob Welch, Ale­ greatly as a result. Don't beja·naro Pena and Rick . fool~ by the-Braves of '82 and 
·Honeycutt, the Dodger starters 
'83, this team ·1s not a con­
are the best in the league. tender.Despite the absence of Steve 
Howe, the bullpen is sound 
·with Tom Niedenfuer and Joe 6. Cincinnati: 
Beckwith and, no doubt, The Reds are tn,ily in a 
another brilliant rooki~-or ·two. rebuildjng stage. Developing 
Even with Dusty Baker gone, their minor leaguers rather 
the Dodgers will hit their share . ,than signing high priced free 
of homers as they always do. If agents will . pay long-term 
theiris a weak area it is at cat• dividends but, for the moment, 
•cher. The Dodgers are simply the Reds will sink or swim with 
the league's best team. their young pl~yers. The. out­
field of Gary Redus, Ed Mil~r 
2. Houston: and Paul Householder has 
The Astros will likely emerge potential, particularly Redus 
as the winner of the battle for who resembles a ~bby Bon4s· 
second place in the_west. Last type player. Nick Esasky is a 
iyear, this team rebounded good third baseman who ~s 
from a horrible start to finish surprisina power. Mario Soto 
, with a winning· record. This may be the leaaue's best- p1t­
-.s~ason look for th~ ~s,tros to · cher, but the rest of the staff ,s 
1
~m 90 games and fu~1sh about subpar. Bruce Berney! and Joe 
five games behind t-he Pr¥=e are potentially aood P.lt-
1Dodaers. The Astro hittlhs is•; chefs. ' 
'1 I; ', · , .,. 
